
 
IG CITIES RARELY EXCITE US. “SEE ONE – 
you’ve seen them all!” (as the tired cliché 
says). And when we touched-down after a 
long flight across the Pacific Ocean we fully 
expected to be ho-hummed again. But no, 
far from it!  

 Vancouver quickly proved to be the exception. 
Here’s another snippert from John’s travel diary …  

 HIS COSMOPOLITAN SHOWCASE-CITY IS THE ENVY  
of the Pacific Northwest: wall-to-wall skyscrapers 
everywhere you look … fantastic mirror-glass 

reflections everywhere else … a maze of waterways, 
islands, bridges, beaches … a wow-you waterfront littered 
with fountains, parks and cafes … swarms of colourful 
floatplanes taking off and landing … and an endless in-out 
procession of cruise-ships and kayaks, sailboats and ferries. 

 Captain Cook was the first known European to set 
foot here. And, if it wasn’t for a little blip by whoever drew 
the maps, Vancouver could well have been part of the U.S. 
Instead, this stunning coastal city managed to sneak in to 
Canada’s bottom-left-hand corner – and if you’re after a 
green rainforest, a blue ocean, a white mountaintop, or a 
pink sockeye salmon, you couldn’t come to a better place! 

 We ventured out on foot, snapping brag-worthy 

photos and successfully dodging wrong-side-of-the-road 
traffic. Then, while a burnt-orange sun went down over the 
bay, we grabbed dinner at the Steamworks Brewery.  

 Next morning, an attractive young Vancouverite 
(speaking French-tainted English) introduced us to her 
favourite city landmarks: Lions Gate Bridge (not a lion to be 
seen), Canada Place (with its iconic sails), Stanley Park 
(thick with towering totem poles), Prospect Point (where 
we were greeted by a stripey racoon), Granville Island (a 
popular fun-zone), and Gastown (where we eyeballed a 
giant hissing steam-clock). 

 Gastown (in case you’re wondering) got its name 
from “Gassy Jack” Deighton – famous during the late 1800s 
as a spinner of very tall tales. He arrived, stepping ashore 
with a barrel of whiskey, and convinced the local 
millworkers that if they’d build him a saloon, he’d serve 
them drinks. The saloon was up and running within a day … 
and the Gastown district still oozes historic charm. 

 Mid-afternoonish, I graciously allowed my wife to go 
shopping while I took to the skies in one of those 
floatplanes. What a blast! And what eye-popping views 
from up-up-up-above!  

 Little wonder Vancouver regularly tops those lists of 
the world’s greatest places to live … 


